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"As an event emcee, Phylecia is
attentive to the details required
to make an event flow well, and
feel engaging for the audience." 

Krystal Covington,
CEO & Founder

"Engaging, informed and entertaining
speaker. She educated and challenged

our audience of freelance web developers
and knocked it out of the park."

Nathan Ingram, 
Training Coordinator

"Knew with out a doubt she would be
amazing and she was. Cracked jokes,

engaging, entertaining! Glued the event
together and really made it flow."

Heather Howerton,
Women in Business Chair

As an experienced speaker, event emcee, financial tv personality and
speaker coordinator, Phylecia Jones knows first had how to keep your
audience engaged, educated and entertained. She brings over 18+ years
of a career as a scientist, engineer and entrepreneur to the stage to
deliver impact and knows how to get to the heart and minds of
executives, teams, business owners and audiences who are ready for
transformation. 
 
Phylecia is the Founder of iFind You Close and has graced hundreds of
stages, podcasts, television shows, publications throughout the United
States, Canada and the United Kingdom. She is the best choice for event
coordinators who want to work with a down to earth professional.

https://www.phyleciajones.com/


phylecia jones@gmai l .com
phylecia jones .com

303-327-9158

AS A SPEAKER, TRAINER, PANELIST

Inspiring, educating and
transforming your audience.

AS AN EVENT EMCEE, MODERATOR

Keeping your event
engaged and on time.

PHYLECIA JONES
A smart  choice for  event  hosts ,  coordinators  and show promoters .  

PHYLECIA JONES | PHYLECIAJONES.COM

"She spoke at our event in the UK recently and

was, from the feedback received, by far the

standout presenter and the person that people

took the most from."

Paul Chapman
Founder | Marketing Jump Leads UK

Lively audience engagement 
Time and agenda awareness
Detail to event flow and entertainment
Care for name pronunciation and
pronouns
Keeping event CTA's and
announcements top of mind

Audience driven presentations
Actionable training sessions
Detailed preparation to meet custom
needs
Proven money and budgeting expertise
Interactive speaking and marketing
training

https://www.phyleciajones.com/
https://www.phyleciajones.com/

